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Change is Happening

Auyuittuq National Park: Forkbeard Glacier over time

Canwest News Service, Friday, August  1, 
2008
Arctic tourists evacuated 
because of global warming
Events 'beyond anything' Parks 
Canada's seen
Thawing permafrost, eroding lakeshores, a melting glacier 
and fears of flash floods at a national park on Baffin Island 
have forced the evacuation of 21 tourists and led officials to 
declare much of the wilderness reserve off-limits.  Geologists 
and ice experts will assess what appear to be the latest 
dramatic effects of climate change in Canada's Arctic. The…
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Ecological Changes

• Increasing open water 
seasons

• Bears’ body mass declining
• Predicted 40% decline of 

northern hemisphere sea ice 
by 2050 

• Polar bears are at risk

Wapusk and Ivvavik 
National Parks: ice and 
polar bears

Kouchibouguac National Park: 
sea level rise and species at 
risk

• More frequent storm surges 
• Sea levels rising – possibly 60 

cm by 2100
• Habitats of species at risk –

Piping Plover & St.Lawrence 
Aster – are threatened

• Visitor infrastructure also at 
risk
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Challenges for Visitor 
Experience and Public Safety

Banff National Park: snow 
and recreation

• Lyme disease now at Point 
Pelee and Saint Lawrence 
Islands National Parks

• Distribution predicted to increase 
with rising temperatures

Ixodes ticks

Southern parks: temperature and 
pathogens

• Reduction in ski season 
predicted

• Longer golf season predicted
• Changes in patterns of visitor 

use
• New opportunities for recreation
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Threats to Cultural Resources

2000

• Accelerated permafrost melt 
threatens foundations

• Loss of archaeological features 
and artifacts

York Factory National Historic 
Site: permafrost and integrity of 
the site

• Eroding bank at Qaiqsut 
(southeastern Bylot Island)

• Thule winter houses close to 
the beach are eroding with 
the bank

Sirmilik National Park: 
erosion and archaeology
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Parks Canada’s Actions to 
date

• 1990s: State of Parks Reports: recognized as significant stress
• 2000: Screening level impact assessment for national parks
• 2003: Climate scenarios compiled for all national parks
• 2005 – 2009: 

• Publications, presentations, web pages
• Greenhouse gas emission reductions met 2012 target
• Site-specific integrated studies
• Monitoring, research, and assessments of impacts and 

adaptation options
• Active management and restoration to improve ecological 

integrity and resilience
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But…the scale of change predicted
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...is huge relative to that of our actions
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Emerging Consensus
Ecosystem protection and 
effective management help:

•Nature and people adapt to 
climate change by building 
resilience, securing ecosystem 
services, and generating 
additional social and economic 
benefits
•Mitigate climate change by 
reducing impacts that can 
accelerate carbon release and 
by encouraging processes that 
sequester additional carbon



“We protect and restore ecosystems...And by 
doing this, we also create natural buffers that 
protect our planet against the impacts of climate 
change such as droughts and floods. We 
provide safe havens for plants and animals that 
help nature in response to changing 
conditions...These wild areas are the healthy 
lungs of our planet. They sequester the carbon 
and exhale the oxygen that living things need to 
survive.”

Honourable Jim Prentice, Minister of the Environment 
November 7, 2009



Individual Countries are Responding 
with Domestic Strategies

United States
•Climate Change Response Strategy - Network of 
Landscape Conservation Cooperatives

o Outcomes include: Strengthened connectivity and 
resiliency of parks and protected areas and the 
wildlife and ecosystem services they support

Australia
•Adaptation investments of $2.25 billion over 5 years

o Outcomes include:  An environment that is healthy, 
better protected, well managed and resilient and 
provides essential ecosystem services in a changing 
climate



• Protect sufficient core areas
• Connect protected areas and people
• Restore ecosystems , human spirits, and 

cultural connections

Solutions: Protect, Connect, Restore



Protect large, intact ecosystems on 
land and sea, thereby securing....

• Refuges for viable populations of 
species, including some of our most 
vulnerable

• Globally important carbon stores
• Ecosystem services for people



Connect protected areas and people in 
conservation networks by....
• Re-connecting fragmented habitat
• Sustainably managing intervening landscapes
• Re-connecting people with nature
• Engaging communities and stakeholders in conservation 

efforts

Thereby facilitating species movement and gene flow 
and building public understanding and support



Restore ecosystems, human spirits, 
and cultural connections by...
• Re-establishing ecological integrity and connectivity within 

and between protected areas
• Serving as the catalyst for rebuilding trust, social 

cohesion, and traditional relationships with nature

Thereby enhancing ecological and social 
resilience to change



Gwaii Haanas: Connecting the Land, the 
Sea, the People

The recently established Gwaii Haanas National Marine Conservation Area 
Reserve and the adjacent National Park Reserve are managed cooperatively 
by Canada and the Haida Nation.  These two protected areas extend over 
5,000 km2 from alpine mountain tops to the deep sea beyond the narrow 
continental shelf – a first for Canada, North America and the world. 



Restoring the land and honouring the 
history of Tllga Kun Gwaayaay 

To re-establish self-sustaining 
salmon populations and protect 
a way of life  

Restoring stream and riparian forest 
ecosystems  previously disturbed by 
logging



Conduct monitoring, research and 
modelling 
…Tracking changes and supporting protected area 
design and management decision-making

Ecosystem map, Ivvavik National Park



Canada’s Natural Advantage

• Large intact ecosystems on land and sea
• Excellent science to inform decision-making
• Existing partnerships and cooperative 

arrangements
• Diverse carbon-rich ecosystems
• Innovative visitor and outreach programs

• Potential to contribute to a coordinated 
conservation strategy that integrates climate 
change considerations and includes a key role for 
parks and protected areas



Collaborative Action:
Canadian Parks Council Initiative 

Objectives
1. Bring focus to the role of  Canadian parks and 

protected areas in ecosystem-based approaches 
to climate change adaptation and mitigation

2. Share information and best practices in 
mitigating and adapting to climate change

3. Develop a framework to guide collaborative 
action



Outcomes
• Biodiversity conservation
• Protection of carbon stored in ecosystems
• Ecological and social resilience to change
• Relevance in a changing world
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